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 BRITISH COMPANIES



 
TIA GROUP 

https://tia-group.co.uk 

Total IA Ltd trading as TIA Group are an Electro-Mechanical
Engineering business working in the Defence and Government
sector. Located in Cheltenham, we offer an end-to-end solution
for our customers. We perform design, development and
manufacture of specialist products including our own portfolio
and modification of OEM equipment to suit requirements. We
are specialists in rugged, EMC & TEMPEST and use our
engineering capabilities to add value through innovative
implementation of those skills, including the supply and
integration of UAV and specialist payloads. 

https://tia-group.co.uk/


GRC Ltd. 

https://grcltd.net/  

Based in Hereford (UK), GRC are satellite, LTE, RF, Cloud and IP
connectivity specialists. We deliver communications solutions to
Defence and Government users operating around the world,
supporting Remote Operations, Command and Control and
Welfare Services. We offer access to the world’s leading satellite
providers, operating on LEO, GEO and MEO networks with high-
bandwidth, global and regional cover. Our SCYTALE solution
provides options for increased data security, obfuscation,
anonymity, and routing. 
 

https://grcltd.net/
https://grcltd.net/
https://grcltd.net/


Mallaghan
Engineering Ltd 
 
http://www.mallaghangroup.com/ 

Mallaghan Group is a leading global manufacturer of Airport
Ground Support equipment (GSE).  

Combining technical expertise with a deep understanding of
customer requirements, Mallaghan designs and manufactures a
comprehensive range of specialist products, including aircraft
de-icing trucks, passenger stairs, aircraft maintenance
platforms, aircraft lavatory trucks, potable water trucks and
more ; tailored to the needs of international partners, all
equipment can be configured for military aviation use, civil use
or dual use.  

Headquartered in Dungannon, Northern Ireland, UK and with a
manufacturing facility in Newnan, Georgia, Mallaghan employs
a team of more than 400 people, with equipment operational in
over 100 countries worldwide. 
 

 

http://www.mallaghangroup.com/
http://www.mallaghangroup.com/


Salt Communications 

 
https://saltcommunications.com/ 

Salt Communications' multi-award winning secure
communications platform was custom built to enable highly
sensitive organisations to protect their information, reputation
and operations in order to remain productive, compliant and
completely secure.We achieve this goal by building a highly
flexible and customisable secure communications system which
always uses the optimal security architecture and best-in-class
encryption. 

Incredibly easy to use and can be deployed within your own
infrastructure within hours. 
 
 

 

https://saltcommunications.com/
https://saltcommunications.com/


Western Global  

'Western Global was established 60 years ago in Bristol and has
been manufacturing containerised fuel storage solutions since
then. The military division was established 5 years ago and has
grown to be the market leader in self-bunded scalable modular
fuel infrastructure and deployable fuel systems specifically
designed to improve operational effectiveness, agility, resilience
and inter-operability. 

Capable of operating in all climatic conditions our modular fuel
system support all fuel types and we work with our customers
to produce flexible system packages that meet the operational
requirement while remaining easy to use at the front line. 

 
 

 



QUICKBLOCK 
 

 hwww.quickblock.uk/om/ 

Discover QUICKBLOCK: pioneers of sustainable construction
blocks made from 100% recycled plastic. Our versatile blocks
offer blast and ballistic resistance when filled with local fill
materials, perfect for rapidly deployed protective structures.
Unfilled, they serve as temporary infrastructure for various
needs like dividing walls and modular training environments.
Join us in building a sustainable future with QUICKBLOCK's eco-
conscious innovation.  

 
 

 

https://www.quickblock.uk/
https://www.quickblock.uk/
https://www.quickblock.uk/


Avon Protection  
 
 

 

A leader in CBRN PPE, our portfolio of life-critical protection
solutions includes full face respirators, ballistic helmets, escape
hoods, SCBA systems, modular PAPR units and thermal imaging
cameras. 

 
 

 



LiveLink aerospace 

LiveLink Aerospace is a privately owned British company on the
United Kingdom's south coast. Our team of experts possess a
diverse skill set, ranging from electronic and electrical engineering,
specialist system manufacturing, high-speed onboard AI, UAV
airframe design and testing, scalable, low-cost edge computing
capabilities, algorithm design, and cross-domain consultancy. We
specialise in developing cutting-edge systems tailored to the
evolving demands of the aviation industry. These include our Air
Intelligence System (AIS), an innovative and highly advanced air
surveillance tool that provides exceptional solutions for securing
airspace, and our 'optionally manned aircraft', which offers long-
loiter, high-payload ISR mission capabilities while supporting next-
gen interception.Our AIS has been extensively used in challenging
offshore environments and rigorously tested by NATO in Canada.
This state-of-the-art system incorporates advanced Passive Radio
(RF) systems and optical and acoustic sensors that work in concert
with their SAPIENT-compliant Command and Control (C2) system,
Zeus Control. Clients include the Ministry of Defence (MOD), the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA), and several international agencies.
Additionally, LiveLink Aerospace is set to expand its services to the
British Royal Navy in 2024.LiveLink Aerospace is dedicated to
offering top-of-the-line technology solutions that are both reliable
and secure. Our AIS system is designed with bespoke firmware,
cutting-edge software control systems, and purpose-built hardware
to provide cost-effective and highly scalable solutions at all levels.
Our mission is to deliver innovative technology solutions that enable
our customers to protect restricted airspace with confidence and
peace of mind while keeping up with the ever-changing threat
landscape. 
 
 

https://www.livelinkaerospace.com/  

https://www.livelinkaerospace.com/
https://www.livelinkaerospace.com/


MBDA 
 
 

 
https://www.mbda-systems.com/ 

MBDA is the only European group capable of designing and
producing missiles and missile systems to meet the whole
range of current and future needs of the three armed forces. A
multinational group with more than 15,000 employees working
together across France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK and
supporting customers in a further 45 countries globally. MBDA
is a joint venture of the 3 European leaders in aerospace and
defence: Airbus, BAE Systems and Leonardo.  

 
 

 

https://www.mbda-systems.com/
https://www.mbda-systems.com/


MECP Ltd 

https://www.mecp.group/

MECP Ltd is the parent company of a group that spans
Hardware, Software, Ammunition, Weapons, Security and
ancillary equipment. Each one of the items listed has a
specialist company i.e Weapons, - William Tranter Gun
Company (Birmingham, UK, Red White & Blues, USA) a 186
years of gun innovation. Ammunition, - Kynoch Ammunition Llc
(USA, Arms dealers) new ammunition. Security, - SAT Team
(Northern Ireland) Security training to S.I.A standards. Software
& Hardware, - Rimbaa Rayaa World Solution PTE Ltd
(Singapore,) Banking software & CRM, solution providers. To
name just a few. When integrated through the parent company
we achieve extensive results.  

As we look for others to JV with. To extent our potential and
increase the whole.  

 
 

 

https://www.mecp.group/
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